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Digital media innovation, the continued deprecation of signals and imminent changes to privacy 
regulation has brought increased focus on the collection and usage of data for the purposes of 
digital advertising.

This report outlines the findings from an industry survey designed by the IAB Australia Data Council. 
This aim of this survey is to help the IAB prioritise industry education and training as well as to 
develop initiatives to help marketers safely and ethically capitalise on the usage of data for 
digital advertising.

The online survey was conducted in April 2024 amongst 130 advertising decision makers or 
influencers across agencies, trading desks, media owners, technology vendors, and marketers. 
Responses were predominantly from advertising buy-side (80%).

On 23rd April Google announced updated timing for the planned third-party cookie deprecation 
on Chrome (now planned for 2025, previously full retirement was planned for Q4 2024). Most 
survey responses were received prior to this announcement. 

At the time of the survey, the Australian Attorney -General’s Department were in the process of 
developing legislative amendments to implement the proposals in their Privacy Act Review Report 
released in February 2023.  A draft exposure bill is expected in August 2024.

A similar survey was conducted by IAB in October 2022 (amongst 100 advertising decision 
makers), Data and Privacy State of the Nation 2022.
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https://iabaustralia.com.au/resource/data-and-privacy-state-of-the-nation-2022/


executive summary

With the draft bill for Privacy Act amendments due in August 2024 and industry in the testing phase of understanding 
the impact of full third-party cookie retirement (timing shifted to 2025), survey respondents have indicated some 
common paths being undertaken towards digital advertising operating in a more privacy-centric environment.

The usage of data remains very important for commercial success in digital advertising and driving business growth, in 
particular signals such as geographic data, first-party data, ad viewer and website behavior and demographics are 
deemed very important to inform targeting and creative for digital advertising. 

Majority of industry respondents indicated a level of confidence in being prepared to target audiences at scale and 
continue to measure and assess advertising without 3rd party cookies and identifiers by the end of 2024. Most of the 
industry respondents surveyed are at least somewhat confident in having the capabilities in areas such as contextual 
targeting, direct customer relationships, first-party data and identify solutions to tackle data related opportunities and 
challenges. 

With a draft bill for changes to the Privacy Act due in August 2024, understanding of the impending changes are not 
yet well understood amongst our sample of digital advertising influencers. 

There are indications that tech changes and impending privacy law changes may impact agency client media planning 
and buying, for example on decisions around audience data mix, personalisation tactics, media mix, KPI selection, 
buying methods and confidence in the accuracy of some data sources. 

The industry is focused on building solutions to operate in a cookieless and more privacy-centric online environment, for 
example just over half of respondent companies are increasing the collection of first-party data.  There is understanding 
of the importance of putting the consumer at the heart of these changes and solutions including ethics of data use,  
educating consumers on the value exchange in providing data, increasing transparency and ways for consumers to 
make choices about the collection of their data. 

Market Mix Modelling, contextual targeting, new forms of attribution measurement, data clean rooms and AI/machine 
learning/modelling are the most common tools currently being adopted, explored or tested to managed these changes.

Many respondent companies are investing in upskilling staff and there is a call for more information sharing to help 
companies prepare for the imminent technical and legislative changes around the collection and usage of data.
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94% 
of advertising decisions makers/ 
influencers surveyed rated the usage of 
data as critical or very important for 
commercial success in digital advertising 
and driving business growth. 

importance of data for 
commercial success

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q - How important is the usage of data to your commercial success in digital advertising and driving growth for your business? (Please select one)
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Critical, 57%

Very important, 
37%

Somewhat 
important, 5%

Not necessary / 
important, 1%

importance of the usage of data for 
commercial success in digital advertising 

and driving business growth 
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importance of data signals for digital advertising

A range of data signals are 
considered important to inform 
targeting and creative for 
digital advertising. 

Geographic and location data 
is rated as the most important 
by respondents (88% rate it as  
critical or very important). 

First-party data is rated as 
critical or very important for 
80% of respondents.

84% rated ad view behaviour 
signals as critical or very 
important. 

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q - How important are the following data signals to your company/clients to inform targeting and creative for digital advertising?
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52%

47%

35%

33%

32%

27%

26%

26%

22%

20%

13%

10%

37%

33%

49%

39%

30%

42%

39%

41%

36%

17%

32%

21%

Geographic and location data

First-party data (eg CRM, product feeds)

Ad viewer behaviour (eg ad interactions, time spent)

Demographics (eg age/sex)

Transaction/purchase history

Website behaviour (eg browsing history, cart info)

Contextual: page-level or video-level content

Prior ad exposure (enables sequential messaging/site retargeting)

Declared PII from a first-party source (eg name, DOB)

Device level data (eg device make/ model, browser, op system)

Psychographics

Real time data (eg sports scores, stock tickers, weather)

Critical Very important Somewhat important Not necessary/ important

importance of data signals to inform targeting and creative for digital advertising



Very prepared, 
25%

Somewhat 
prepared, 52%

Somewhat 
under 

prepared, 21%

Very under 
prepared, 2%
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expectations and preparation for changes in 2024

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q - Which of the following do you expect to occur in 2024? (select all that apply)
Q - How prepared do you believe your company to be right now regarding current/impending changes to third-party cookies and identifiers and the impact of consumer privacy legislation on ad tracking? (Please select one)

preparation for changes to 3P cookies and identifiers preparation for changes to consumer privacy legislation
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Very prepared, 
38%

Somewhat 
prepared, 44%

Somewhat 
under 

prepared, 16%

Very under 
prepared, 2%

82% of respondents expect continued deprecation of third-party cookies, 
data signals, and identifiers in Apple iOS throughout 2024 and 

46% of respondents expect full deprecation of all third-party cookies and 
identifiers in Google Chrome in 2024 (note: during survey fieldwork 

planned timing has been moved to 2025).

44% of respondents expect the Australian government will finalise new 
privacy legislation in 2024 (note: during survey fieldwork the Australia 

Government were developing legislative amendments to the Privacy Act 
however no timing had been announced).

8 in 10 
at least 

somewhat 
prepared

77% 
at least 

somewhat 
prepared



confidence in being prepared to operate without 3P cookies 
and identifiers by the end of 2024

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q - How confident are you that you or your clients will be prepared to target digital audiences at scale and continue to measure and assess digital advertising without 3rd party cookies and identifiers by the end of 2024?
Q - Is your company making, or actively in the process of making, any of the following changes because of impending new privacy legislation and/or signal loss to support media efforts? (Select all that apply)

Amongst the advertising decision makers/influencers surveyed, 
87% are at least somewhat confident in being prepared to 
target audiences at scale without 3rd party cookies and 

identifiers by the end of 2024.

Amongst the advertising decision makers/influencers surveyed, 
75% are at least somewhat confident in being prepared to 

continue to measure and assess advertising without 3rd party 
cookies and identifiers by the end of 2024.
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Very confident, 
27%

Somewhat 
confident, 60%

Not confident, 
13%

Very confident, 
23%

Somewhat 
confident, 52%

Not confident, 
25%

52% are 
changing 

their 
approach to 
campaign 

measurement

47% are 
increasing 
spending / 
emphasis on 
contextual 
advertising
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There are a range of business 
capabilities that could be suitable 
for businesses to pursue to tackle 
data related opportunities and 
challenges. 

8 in 10 (79%) are at least 
somewhat confident that they will 
have the capabilities to 
competently leverage contextual 
targeting opportunities over the 
next year. 

74% are also at least somewhat 
confident in having direct customer 
relationships to tackle data related 
opportunities and challenges. 

Confidence is comparatively lower 
in having Privacy Sandbox trials in 
place over the next year.

confidence in data-related business capabilities

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q - How confident are you that you or your clients have the following business capabilities in place to tackle data-related opportunities and challenges over the next year? (Please select one in each row)
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24%

23%

23%

21%

18%

17%

16%

7%

55%

51%

46%

49%

47%

41%

45%

36%

Competently leverage contextual targeting opportunities

Direct customer relationships

Having enough first-party data

Identity solutions

A coherent first-party data strategy

Talent and resourcing

Expertise in Australian privacy legislation and changes

Origin trials of Google’s various Privacy Sandbox Proposals

Very confident Somewhat confident Not confident Don’t know Not applicable

confidence in having business capabilities in place to tackle data-related 
opportunities and challenges over the next year



Understanding of current Australian privacy laws

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers
Q - Please rate your level of understanding of the following aspects of data privacy. Indicate on the scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means no understanding at all, and 10 means an expert level of understanding. (Please select one in each row)

No 
understanding

Expert 
understanding

No 
understanding

Expert 
understanding

Average 
5.7

Average 
5.3

There is mid level understanding of the 
impending changes to the Privacy Act 
amongst our survey sample of digital 
advertising decision makers/influencers. 

On the scale from 1 to 10 (where 1 means no understanding at 
all, and 10 means an expert level of understanding), 51% 
gave themselves a score of 6 or more for their understanding of 
the impending Online Privacy Code and Privacy Act Review in 
Australia (compared to 58% giving themselves a score of 6 or 
more for their understanding of current laws).

Note: At the time of the survey, the Australian Attorney -
General’s Department were in the process of developing 
legislative amendments to implement the proposals in their 
Privacy Act Review Report released in February 2023.  A draft 
exposure bill is expected in August 2024.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

understanding of 
privacy laws

Understanding of impending Online Privacy 
Code and Privacy Act Review in Australia



consumers at the heart of why the industry is making these 
changes

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q - Is your company making, or actively in the process of making, any of the following changes because of impending new privacy legislation and/or signal loss to support media efforts? (Select all that apply)
Q - what would be the most useful thing the industry could provide to help you prepare for the imminent technical and legislative changes around the collection and usage of data for digital advertising? 
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52% 
of respondent companies are increasing 
collection / emphasis on use of first-party 
data

“The industry should encourage engaging meaningfully with the ethics of data use. 
The purpose of the various privacy legislations was people via their representatives 
telling marketers to stop tracking them. The industry’s response to this has been a 
series of legalistic workarounds that enable continuing the data practices people find 
creepy through different means.”

“We talk a lot about "Value Exchange" in the context of collection and usage of data 
but I haven't seen any comprehensive piece about how we create value exchange 
with the consumers, by category.”

“As an industry we are laser focused on privacy and tech changes right now. We 
need to cater for these changes with practical information and knowledge sharing, 
but, never lose sight of the consumer as well. We need to showcase that data can 
drive amazing customer experiences and results.”

36% of respondent companies are actively 
communicating and educating consumers on the value 
exchange for their data 

30% of respondent companies are increasing 
transparency with consumers on what their business 
does with consumer data

25% of respondent companies are implementing ways 
for consumers to make choices about the collection of 
their data

Respondents want to ensure that consumers, ethics of data use and 
communicating the value exchange is the focus of industry changes
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Indicatively, from the subset of survey 
sample of respondents from agencies, 
there are a range of potential impacts on 
media planning decisions due to 
impending new privacy legislation 
and/or signal loss. 

Amongst agencies surveyed, 
45% indicated significant impact to date 
on the choice of audience data mix for 
client media plans (86% indicating at 
least some impact).

Over 70% of agencies survey indicated 
that these changes were also having at 
least some impact on personalisation 
tactics, media mix and campaign KPI 
selection. 

impact of tech changes and impending privacy law 
changes on agency client media plans

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=95 advertising decision makers/influencers in agencies 
Q - How would you characterise to date the degree of impact of impending new privacy legislation and/or signal loss on the following aspects of your/your clients media plans?
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45%

38%

24%

21%

20%

18%

13%

10%

4%

41%

44%

52%

52%

45%

48%

54%

37%

51%

1P vs. 2P vs. 3P audience data mix

Personalisation tactics

Media owner/publisher/platform mix

Campaign KPI selection

Programmatic vs. direct buying

Media channel mix

Advertising costs

Total ad budgets

Device selections

Significant impact Some impact No impact Don't know

impact of impending new privacy legislation and/or signal loss 
on aspects of media planning
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expected impact of tech changes and impending privacy 
law changes on client buying methods

Indicatively, from the subset of survey 
sample of respondents from agencies, 
there is potential impact on digital 
advertising buying methods, however 
amongst agencies surveyed, 
around 4 in 10 don’t yet know how 
privacy legislation and/or signal loss will 
impact ad spending using various digital 
advertising buying methods.

52% of agencies indicated they would 
spend at least some more on 
programmatic direct (e.g., PMP, preferred 
deals, automated guaranteed) as a result 
of these changes. 

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=95 advertising decision makers/influencers in agencies 
Q - As a result of privacy legislation and/or signal loss, do you/your clients plan to spend more or less using the following digital advertising buying methods in 2024?
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7%

3%

3%

1%

31%

31%

49%

16%

16%

19%

3%

20%

3%

1%

3%

9%

Programmatic real-time bidding (e.g., via DSP)

Media owner/publisher direct

Programmatic direct (e.g., PMP, preferred deals,
automated guaranteed)

Ad network

Significantly more Somewhat more Somewhat less Significantly less Don't know No applicable

impact of impending new privacy legislation and/or signal loss 
on spending using various digital advertising buying methods in 2024
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Indicatively, from the subset of survey 
sample of respondents from 
agencies, around half say they are 
more confident in data accuracy 
from identity solutions (49%) and 
clean rooms (48%)

Around half of agencies (48%) 
indicated they are less confident in 
the data coming from website 
analytic tools. 

Amongst agencies surveyed, 
around 3 in 10 don’t know if privacy 
legislation and/or signal loss has 
impacted their confidence in the 
accuracy of data from ad partners. 

impact of tech changes and impending privacy law changes on 
confidence in data received from ad partners

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=95 advertising decision makers/influencers in agencies 
Q - Have impending legislation changes and/or signal loss impacted your confidence in the accuracy of data you receive or will receive from the following ad partners?
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49%

48%

45%

43%

31%

27%

25%

25%

18%

25%

9%

28%

15%

30%

42%

48%

40%

46%

Identity solutions

Clean rooms

Media owner / publisher / platform

Retail media

Verification / viewability vendors

Programmatic platforms

Website analytic tools

Mobile measurement vendors

Ad servers

More confident Less confident Don't know Not applicable

impact of impending new privacy legislation and/or signal loss 
on confidence in the accuracy of data from various ad partners
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Amongst survey respondents from various 
types of businesses, 20% indicated they are 
currently using or testing the portfolio of 
Privacy Sandbox APIs proposed as alternatives 
to enabling digital advertising without third-
party cookies in Chrome, a further 36% intend 
to test or use them this year.

Amongst those currently using or testing, the 
most used APIs are the Protected Audience API 
(56%), Topics API (38%) and Attribution 
Reporting API (31%).

57% of respondents would like more 
information and knowledge on Privacy 
Sandbox.

Note, on 23rd April Google announced updated timing for the 
planned third-party cookie deprecation on Chrome (now planned 
for 2025, previously full retirement was planned for Q4 2024). 
Most survey responses were received prior to this announcement. 

awareness and usage of Privacy Sandbox APIs

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q - Which of the following describes your awareness and usage of the portfolio of Privacy Sandbox APIs proposed as alternatives to enabling digital advertising without third party cookies in Chrome, whilst enhancing user privacy?
Q- The IAB Australia Data Council is currently reviewing potential projects to provide information and build knowledge across the industry. Which of the following areas would provide the most value to you as a business? (Please select all that apply)
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5%

15%

36%

15%

29%

Currently using Currently testing Intend to test/use
in 2024

No plans to
test/use in 2024

I am unaware of
the Privacy

Sandbox solutions

awareness and usage of the portfolio of Privacy Sandbox APIs proposed as 
alternatives to enabling digital advertising without third party cookies in 

Chrome, whilst enhancing user privacy 

https://privacysandbox.com/intl/en_us/news/update-on-the-plan-for-phase-out-of-third-party-cookies-on-chrome/


familiarity with the IAB’s Seller Defined Audiences standard 
as a future-solution for addressability

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q - How familiar are you with the IAB’s Seller-Defined Audiences standards as a future-solution for addressability moving forwards? (Please select one)

16

7%

18%
23%

52%

Know it well/
fairly well

Know a little Heard of it Never heard of it
before today

familiarity with the IAB’s Seller-Defined Audiences standards as a 
future-solution for addressability moving forwards

48% 
of respondents from across 
various types of media 
businesses have some level of 
familiarity with the IAB’s Seller-
Defined Audiences standards as 
a future-solution for 
addressability.
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There are a range of business tools, software 
and partnerships that could be suitable for 
businesses to pursue to tackle data related 
opportunities and challenges. Not all of these 
maybe be suitable for every business, each 
business should carefully consider suitability 
for their needs. 

Market Mix Modelling and Contextual 
Targeting are the two most adopted tools 
already implemented to manage the 
changes from signal loss and impending new 
privacy legislation. 

New forms of attribution measurement, data 
clean rooms and AI/machine 
learning/modelling are the most common 
tools currently being explored or tested to 
managed these changes.  

adoption of tools, tech and partnerships to manage signal 
loss and impending new privacy legislation

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q- As a result of impending new privacy legislation and/or signals loss, which of the following best describes your/your client’s adoption of the following tools, software and/or third-party partnerships?
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46%

45%

38%

33%

25%

23%

21%

19%

18%

14%

13%

11%

9%

3%

23%

34%

31%

36%

26%

34%

38%

44%

28%

48%

29%

46%

16%

39%

Market Mix Modelling

Contextual Targeting

Website analytic tools

Customer data platforms (CDPs)

Data management platforms (DMPs)

Server-side 1st party cookie tracking via a tag management solution

Identity solutions (e.g., resolutions/graphs)

AI, machine learning and/or data modelling

Privacy management tools

New forms of attribution measurement

Consent management platforms (CMPs)

Data clean rooms (DCRs)

Media management systems

Google’s Privacy Sandbox solutions

Have implemented this Exploring or testing this

adoption of tools, software and partnerships 
as a result of impending new privacy legislation and/or signals loss



investing in skills, knowledge and capability

Source; IAB Australia Data State of the Nation Survey April 2024 n=130 advertising decision makers/influencers 
Q - Is your company making, or actively in the process of making, any of the following changes because of impending new privacy legislation and/or signal loss to support media efforts? (Select all that apply)
Q - What would be the most useful thing the industry could provide to help you prepare for the imminent technical and legislative changes around the collection and usage of data for digital advertising? 
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60% 
of respondent companies are 
actively training and upskilling 
staff because of impending new 
privacy legislation and/or 
signal loss

35% of respondent companies are hiring 
specialists such as data 
analysts/scientists/engineers/legal/com
pliance

29% of respondent companies are 
working with external data agencies, 
consultancies, legal support

“The best thing we can do to prepare is invest in capability: that is, to ensure we are equipping our entire industry 
with the education, tools and confidence to ask the 'dumb digi questions'. An education series, tool and template 
development, structured debates and panels to encourage critical thinking. “

“The industry could best support us by creating a centralized, continuously updated resource hub that includes 
legal updates, compliance guidelines, and best practices for ethical data use, supplemented by hands-on 
workshops and expert consultations to ensure practical application and compliance adaptability.”

“Easy-to-understand information, reference material and "watch out" tips that could help when various situations do 
come up to at least provide a starting point and where to go for more information would be invaluable”

“It would be great to have a ‘privacy and data for dummies’ course, to help those of us without a technical 
background to better understand the changes without Jargon muddying the waters and preventing us from 
understanding the content.”

“More transparency and knowledge sharing from other countries such as case studies and industry learnings about 
the impact and results of implementing some of these data compliant solutions”

“Keep it simple. We need to take the whole industry on this journey. We can't rely on jargon, acronyms, and 
assumptions. Make is simple, make it accessible, make it actionable.”

The industry is upskilling to prepare for changes, however more information to 
help companies prepare would be valuable
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